
Etching Press – my variation

Based on plans from Doug Forsythe

The primary decision, that of roller length, was made around the maximum 
size of paper I wanted to use and maximum size of roller/spindle I could fit 
in my lathe.

I settle for 650mm, big enough to relief or intaglio print on A1 and full 
imperial paper but small enough to fit in a Colchester Master (old model) or 
similar lathe.

The second decision relates to the side plates and the slide plates for the top 
roller bearing.

Doug shows two methods, a large flat plate with a section cut out for the 
bearing, and a smaller side plate with vertical plates.

I think I have combined the advantages of both. The side plates are laser cut 
from 12mm plate, including all the holes. I’ve planted on to these 50 x 12 
mm bright steel bars thus providing increased rigidity fine adjustment and 
fit for the bearing blocks without having to machine up the laser cut 
surfaces.

Finally, I decided on a 12 to 1 gear reduction drive though spur gears on 
spindles running in sealed bearing blocks. This bit is definitely over-
engineered but what the heck! It runs smooth and I like it.

As for other bits, I‘ve beefed up some parts – used 30mm and 40mm cross 
bars faced, drilled and tapped for M12, to maintain rigidity, and ‘played’ 
with the pressure screws.

Essentially, that’s it. The bed is a high pressure laminate, the sort used to 



make washroom cubicles and doors.

Cost of parts came to around £1400. You could save a huge chunk by using 
a lesser reduction and a chain drive. The gear wheels alone cost £275.

You can’t escape the expense of decent roller material. Mine was £220 
including carriage just for the tubes.



Variation on Doug Forsythe’s etching press.

Parts and suppliers in UK

Correct at April 2011 but I’ve checked the web addresses September 2012.

Caveat – In the end, you choose what is right for you and your press. Below are 
what I chose. I found that speaking to people on the phone really helpful. Most were 
fascinated to know what I wanted the stuff for.

All the Steel Bars Use a local supplier and collect. Ring up and talk to them, most 
are very helpful

I got mine from Metals Procurement - Steel Stockholders in 
Rotherham S60 1EH01709 306 127

Laser cutting Again try a local firm to save on carriage. However, try -
Cutting Technologies Ltd
Zenith Park, Whaley Road
Barnsley S75 1HT  Tel:  01226 283322 www.cut-tec.co.uk

These guys were very helpful at all stages and are a national company.
Roller Tube I found it difficult to find a stockholder who will sell small pieces.  

Some have a minimum order of £1000. Also, carriage is 
expensive – these are heavy (about 35 kg each).
Then I found European Tubes Limited. They were very helpful on 
the phone. I ordered 152.4 x 16.0 (6” diameter x 5/8” wall 
thickness) Hot Finished Seamless. It’s what they sell for rollers.
European Tubes Limited, Wigan, Lancashire. WN6 7LA
 Tel.  01942 615130 www.europeantubes.co.uk

Gears I used HPC Gears Limited, Chesterfield, S41 0RN
Tel. 01246 268080 www.hpcgears.com

Super quality, super service. I bought the YG2 series gears, heavy 
duty steel, MOD 2 teeth. I had keyways cut and tapped holes in 
the bosses – all adds to the cost though.

Bearings Simply Bearings Ltd, Halton House, Greenfold Way, Leigh Business Park. 
Leigh. Lancashire WN7 3XJ. www.simplybearings.co.uk

They have just about all you might need, good value, good service.

I used the following:

6205.2RS.EU 25x52x15mm for bed support

http://www.cut-tec.co.uk
http://www.europeantubes.co.uk
http://www.hpcgears.com
http://www.simplybearings.co.uk


UCFL.202 oval flange housing 15mm bore for gearbox 

UCF.207 sq. flange housing 35mm bore for bottom roller

 UCT.207 take-up housing 35mm bore for top roller

Bed This bit was interesting. I spent a lot of time researching the alternatives. I 
wanted a bed which is light enough to remove. I have limited 
space in my studio so the press will be on a trolley and, with bed 
removed, will fit into a corner.

I settled on high pressure laminate. It is used on many commercial presses 
these days. Right, there are two companies who have world-wide 
patents. They are not interested in supply to minions. Then there 
are the National or multi-state stockholders. They aren’t 
interested either. You need to find a friendly end-user who will 
cut you a bit off a sheet. Tip – this stuff is used extensively for 
washroom partitions and doors. It’s nearly indestructible.

I bought mine from Excelsior Panelling Systems Dudley. DY2 0R as 13mm 
compact laminate panel 650x1500mm. (1500mm is a standard 
panel width)

Tel. 01384 267770 www.excelsior-cubicles.co.uk

Nuts and Bolts and bits – Search the web. I found the following useful:

Components Direct for washers and plastic knobs www.comdir.co.uk

Bearing Boys for High Tensile Set Screws www.bearingboys.co.uk

http://www.excelsior-cubicles.co.uk/
http://www.comdir.co.uk
http://www.bearingboys.co.uk

